Abstract-Theobjectiveofthis paper is to investigatea modeling method-which captures both the autocorrelation structure and the marginal disology called QTES (Quantized aansform-Expand-Sample) which can be tribution ofthe empirical data. The parameters which ensure the match used to model network traffic taking into consideration both the marginal in the autoconelation structure between the empirical data stream and and the autocorrelation function of the empirical data. An effort is made towards an algorithmic procedure rather than a heuristic search, thereby the are by the automated which was described in a nutshell above. The match in the marginal distribution is largely automating QTES modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various studies [l] have shown that many of the existing traffic models do not represent the traffic in networks with sufficient accuracy. In particular, they may not fit either the marginal probability distribution or the autocorrelation function of the empirical time series. When autocorrelated traffic is offered to a queueing system, the resulting performance measures are considerably worse than those corresponding to renewal traffic [I] . In fact, mean waiting times can differ by orders of magnitude. Burstiness which more commonly is caused by the presence of significant positive autocorrelations in the interamval process can make waiting times arbitrarily high, without increasing the arrival rate. This is especially true for today's emerging high-speed communications networks; typical examples are file transfers and compressed variable bit rate video (VBR).
This paper presents a consolidated study that is based on the generation of traffic models from empirical traffic streams which go through high speed networks. The aim is to produce traffic models in an automated way using the QTES methodology [2], [3] which will capture both the autocorrelation structure and the marginal distribution of the empirical traffic streams simultaneously.
The Quantized Transform-Expand-Sample (QTES) modeling methodology approximates a continuous-state TES process by a discrete-state QTES counterpart. TES is a class of models [4] , [5] which can effectively capture traffic burstiness in empirical sequences 161 by capturing both first-order and second-order statistics of empirical data simultaneously. TES processes are transformed Markov sequences, over an uncountable state space. Therefore, TES-based queueing models are analytically intractable. The QTES processes (Quantized TES) approximate a continuous-state TES process by a discrete-state variant QTES counterpart. This way we can have a tractable queueing model which is still quite accurate in the sense that the traffic model captures first-order and second order statistics of the empirical traffic data.
More specifically, the objectives of this study are to develop an algorithmic approach for capturing the correlation structure of the empirical traffic using the Exhaustive Search Local Optimization algorithm. As the name suggests this algorithm combines an exhaustive search with a local nonlinear programming technique to minimize an objective function consisting of the distance between the empirical autocorrelation function and its candidate model counterpart. In the sequel, we modify the automated algorithm by replacing the exhaustive search with a random search which is much faster. The efficiency and the comparison of both approaches are validated by results using MPEG-compressed VBR video data streams. Finally, we develop a QTES traffic generator which will accept empirical traffic data as an input and it returns a traffic model 0-7803-5284-X/99/$10.00 Q 1999 IEEE. 3s
TRANSFORM-EXPAND-SAMPLE TRAFFIC MODELS
This subsection provides a brief overview of the Transform-ExpandSample processes(TES,DTES,QTES). For a detailed discussion see [4] ,
151.

A. TES Processes
The construction of TES models involves two random sequences in lockstep. The first sequence, called a background TES process, plays an auxiliary role, and is defined either as { U~}~= .
or { UF}Tz0 ; these have the form respectively, where U0 is distributed uniformly on [O,l), {V,}r=, is a sequence of iid random variables, independent of Uo, called the innovation sequence, and the angular brackets denote the modulo-1 (fractional part) operator (z) = z -max {integer n: n 5 z}. The superscript notationinEq(l)and (2) 
where D is a measurable transformation from [0,1) to the reals, called a distortion . Eq (3) defines two classes of TES models, denoted TES+
and T E S -, respectively, and these foreground sequences are the endproduct TES models. An important family of distortions is based on an empirical time series, { Y, },"==,; these distortions consist of composite transformations of the form Here, the inner transformation, St, is a "smoothing" operation, called a stitching transformation , parameterized by 0 5 6 5 1, and given by where J is the number of histogram cells, [l, , r, ) is the support of cell j with width w j = r3 -l3 2 0, is the probability estimator of cell j and {6,}f=o Isthecdfof{p,}j',,. The rationale for TES processes stems from the following facts: First, all backgroundTES sequencesare stationary Markovian, and their marginal distribution is uniforni on [0,1), regardless of the probability law of the innovations {Vn} selected. Second the inversion method enables us to tranform any uniiform variable to one with an arbitrary prescribed distribution as follows: IfFis of any distribution function and U is uniform in (O,l), then the random variable X = F-' (U) satisfies X F . For a detailed discussion see [7] . And third, for 0 < < 1, the sample paths of background TES sequences are forced to be more is always guaranteed to have the empirical distribution HY, regardless of the innovation density f w and the stitching parameter 6 selected. The choice of a pair ( f w , 6) will determine the autocortelation function of (7). Therefore, TES modeling manages to capture both the marginal distribution and the autocorrelation function of the empirical data simultaneously.
B. DTES Processes
Despite the fact that TES-based models have proven to be accurate in a variety of application domains [8], TES based queueing models, however, have been analytically intractable. Queuingmodels with TESbased traffic have only been studied via Monte Carlo simulation. The analysis of such models is difficult, due to the fact that TES processes are transformed Markov sequences, over an uncountable state space. The reason, therefore, for introducing discretized and quantized TES processes is to reduce the continuous state space of background TES processes (the unit circle) to a finite state space.
A DTES process is a discrete variant of a TES process over a finite state space. This is achieved by partitioning the unit circle into a finite number of subintervals (called slices), and "col1apsing"each slice subinterval into a new state. Intuiti:vely, if the slice subintervals are "small enough", then the exact location of the original process within a slice is 
QTES Processes
Quantized TES processes (referred to as QTES processes) we obtained from DTES processes by extending the latter to the unif circle, in such a way that the corresponding transition density has a quantized domain of conditioning.
We have mentioned in the previous section that the background DTES processes, { C , } are marginally uniform on Z M , i.e.,
The corresponding QTES process, {Qn}, is a continuous extension of
where the sequence { W,} is iid with uniform marginals on [O,l] . In other words, Q, is conditionally uniform on Tm, given that C , = m. From (1 3) and (1 4), it can be concluded that any QTES background sequence is uniform in [0,1).
Let D be a distortion, and let { 2, ] be the corresponding forcground sequence, with elements Z, = D(Qn). Thus, the QTiES fon:ground sequence, { Z , } , has the same marginal distribution, H y , as h e TES foreground sequence {X,}, with X , = Let further nm be the partial mean of Z , on each slice Tm, namely, (Se (U,)).
and notice that
The autocodation hnction p z ( r ) of Z, for r = 0, 1, ..., is given Now, we need a metric on the space of autocorrelation functions. The metric which will be used is
where T is the maximal autocorrelation lag to be approximated. The metric should also take into consideration the fact that it is more important to approximate the lower-lag autocomlations than the higher-lag ones. The use of the weight sum of the squared differences between the empirical and modeled autocomlations in (2 1) is due to this reason. In the above metric (21), the 0 < as 5 1 are weight coefficients.
Our task now is to search for a pair (P, e), which minimizes the autocorrelation distance in (2 1). Formally, we seek to solve the following nonlinear optimization problem:
For a fixed inverse histogram distribution, jind an optimal DTES innovation density and stitchingparametec (f *, , , e*), such that
where g( fv , €) is given in equation (21).
As we can observe from the above analysis, the optimization problem that we have to tackle has a finite dimensionality due to the use of the QTES proceses, it is subject to simple linear constraints and its objective function has an analytical, closed formula as it can be seen from equations (1 7) and (1 8).
Iv. ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
The algorithmic approach which will be used for the solution of the optimization problem consists of two parts.
Exhaustive Search: We select the B most promising points of the parametric space G K . In order to do that, we discretize the parameter space into a finite number of points K, evaluate the objective function gK at those K points and keep those points which give the B smallest values of gK .
Local Search: We use each of these B points as initial points to find a minimum of the objective function gK. Then, we select among them that point x* that gives the smallest value for gK.
By using the exhaustive search as the first step for the optimization procedure, we get rid of all the obviously "bad" points right from the beginning, while we increase the chance that the best local minimum is close to the global minimum.
A. Exhaustive Search
As we have already pointed out, the Exhaustive Search selects the B most promising initial points for the local search. This means that the algorithm finds the B points (P, €) which give the smallest value of the objective function. In order to simplify the notation, we write (PI, ... PK, €) rather than ((PI, ..
. PK), <), interchangeably with (PX).
Therefore, what we have to do first, is to find a way to produce all the possible combinations of (PI , ... In addition to K and B, the exhaustive search algorithm requires two additional parameters, N P and Ne. These are the number of equidistant values that each Pn and can assume respectively.
We observe that the way that each initial discrete innovation is formulated is the same as the composition of n into k parts. Let n and t be fixed positive integers. By a composition of n into k parts, we mean a representation of the form 78 = T I + 72 + T3 + ... + T k (23) in which Ti 2 0 (i = 1, ... ]k) and the order of summands is important.
By using the same idea in our case, we can say that if we have a discretization level h' and N P is the number of the equidistant values that each one of the PI, . . . , PIC can take, then this is the same as if we have to accomodate N p balls in K cells. In [9] it is proven that there are ways of arranging n balls in k cells.
Once the selection of the B most promising initial points is completed,the objective function is calculated for each one of the B initial DTES innovations and stitching factors e. The computed value is then compared with the current best set, namely the running set of best (at most B) values in a sorting order. If the newly computed value improves on the worst value in the current best set, then the worst value is discarded and the new value is added in the sorted order. We continue this way until we search the whole discretized space.
B. Local Search
The local optimization ofthe objective fbnction in (22) can be solved by many standard nonlinear programming techniques. We implemented it using the sequential quadratic programming technique (SQP) which is considered state-of-the-art in nonlinear constrained optimization methods [lo], [ll] , [12] .
The optimization problem that we have can be described as a constraint problem as follows:
where x is the vector of the parameters which will be optimized, g is the objective function in eq.(21), (g : RICt1 -+ R), r is the vector of quality and equality constraints (lower-case boldface letters indicate vectors and capitalcase boldface lettere indicate matrices).
In constraint optimization, we want to transform the problem into an easier subproblem which can be solved and used as the basis of an iterative process. Most of the methods that are used today in nonlinear optimization depend heavily on the solution of the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) equations. The KT equationsare necessav conditions for the optimality of a constrained optimization problem [13] , [14] .
The Kuhn-Tucker equations can be described as follows:
Many algorithms are based on the direct computation of the Langranian multipliers. There are some more efficient methods however which make use of second order information, as far as the KT equation is concerned using updating procedures. These methods are known as The QP sub-problem can be solved using any QP algorihtm.
3) Line Search
The solution of the QP sub-prolblem produces a vector dl. Now, we have to find the minimum along the line formed from this search direction. This minimum is generally approximated using a search procedure (e.g., Fibbonacci, Golden Section) or by a polynomial method involving interpolation or extrapolation (e.g., quadratic, cubic). The problem is to find a new iterate xt+ I of the form where X I is the current iterate, d the search direction obtained by the QP subproblem and a is a scalar step length parameter which is the distance to the minimum.
The algorithm terminates when the optimal value of the objective knction falls below a prescribed threshold.
v. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
This section derives the partial derivatives of the objective function g K in (21) which are used by the SQP optimiztion algorithm for the local search. By differentiating the objective function with respect to all optimization variables, we obtain By differentiating the autocorrelation function in (1 7) with respect to all optimization variables, we obtain As it can be seen from equations (33) and (34), we need to calculate the partial derivatives and e ' l B (~~" ) ' l * in order to find the gradient of the objective function with respect to the optiinization variables.
By using symbolic differentiation rather than a numerical one, we make the optimization algorithm faster.
In order to find the partial derivative w, we can express the DTES innovation as follows: k= I By taking the Discrete Fourier Transform of the above DTES innovation, we have
Pk exp k= I 1t : an be proved by simple mathematics that the partial derivatives of the f~(i27rv) with respect to P I , 9 , ..., PK are given by the vectors: we haire to take into consideration the fact that every complex number can be e vpressed as a sum of real and an imaginary part. In that respect we cari express the Fourier transform of the distortion D(i27rv) as follows:
where D(a27rv) is the discrete Fourier Transform the distortion. We have to recall that the distortion is a column vector whose elements are the partial means of the corresponding foreground sequence given by (15).
VI. EXAMPLES
This section illustrates the efficacy of the automated QTES modeling methodology via some examples from the domain of the compressed video traffic. More specifically, we used MPEG-Compressed VBR video data streams.In all cases we used video samples of 25000 frames.
The number of equidistant values for each P,, and [ were set to 4 and 10 respectively.The autocorrelation coefficients were calculated for 50 lags. We kept the B = 30 best points out of all points that we got from the exhaustive search and we optimized the cost function only for those 30 points. We then took the point which gives the smallest value of the objective function.
Example 1: BBC Video
The BBC Video sample consists of frames played at 30 frameshec showing a human figure talking into the camera. There is almost no video movement in the scene, but picture brightness is high implying high picture detail. The background consists of smoothly varying brightness and colour information without sharp visual boundaries. The marginal distribution of the traffic stream is exponential with parameter 1 = 1 .
Figure (1) displays the results of the algorithmic modelling of a Pframe empirical video sequence for a QTESt model. Note the very good agreement of the QTES model autocorrelation function with its empirical counterpart. As expected, when we increase the discretization level from h ' = 10 to h ' = 20, the empirical autocorrelation is more accurately approximated by the autocorrelation of the QTES model.
Example 2: Football Video
The football segment is a high action segment with very saturated monotonic areas of colour. The video areas which are subject to movement get larger as the scene progresses, and this corresponds nicely to an increasing function of frame sizes.
By comparing the accuracy of the approximation in the above examples, we can see that in the case of the BBC video sample the approximation of the empirical autocorrelation with its QTES counterpart is very good. In the case of the football video sample though, we notice that as we move to higher lags the approximation becomes less accurate. This happens mainly because the football video stream is a high action segment and the video areas which are subject to movement get larger as the scene progresses. This increases the burstiness of the video data stream and leads to a less accurate approximation as we move to higher lags. More than that, the presence of the exponentially distributed weight coefficients in the objective function forces the optimization to focus on the lower-lag autocorrelation coefficients. So far, we have used an exhaustive search in the implementation of the automated algorithm in order to find all the initial points for the local search. In algorithms of exhaustive search type, we have often a list of combinatorial objects and we want to search the entire list, or perhaps to search sequentially until we find an object which meets certain conditions. Random sampling, on the other hand, is done when the exact determination of the quantity by exhaustive search would be so time consuming as to be impracticable.
The logic of a random sampling is much simpler. Given the input parameters, the subroutine is expected to select at random just one object from the list specified by the input parameter. Of course, each object on the list has equal a priory probability of being selected.
Therefore, we modified the automated algorithm by replacing the exhaustive search with a random sampling algorithm. In the random search approach, we first specify how many points N of the parametric space GI< we want to have randomly chosen, we evaluate the objective function grc at those N points and keep those which give the B smallest values of gK .
We used the same video streams as in the previous section to verify the efficiency and the accuracy of the random search. 
VIII. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH AND RANDOM SEARCH
In random sampling each point has equal a priori probability of being selected. Since random sampling selects at random a number of points N from the parametric space G K and the automated algorithm chooses the best B of those as initial points for the local search, it is reasonable to assume that random sampling will not bring so accurate results as the exhaustive search which uses indiscriminately all the points of the parametric space GI,-. Figures ( 5 ) and (6) and the QTES models for K-IO and K=20 using random search respectively. As it can be seen, the results that we obtained from the random search are very close to those we from the exhaustive search. can see the time it took us in hours to obtain the QTES lraffic niodels for both the exhaustive and random search and for discreiization levels of A ' = 10 and K = 20. From the same table it is also obvious that the burstiness which is involved in a video traffic stream can increase the running time of the algorithm significantly, while at the same time it can reduce the positive impact of the use of the random search. In the case of the BBC and Last Action Hero video samples the difference in the running time between the random and exhaustive search is significant mainly due to the fact that the random search is faster than the exhaustive search. In the case of the Football video stream though the rrindom search is still faster than the exhaustive search, but the dilfferencci is not so significant as it is in the case of the two other video :;amplec . This happens because the Football traffic stream contains more burstiness than the other two and this means that the local search needs mo:-e time to find a local minimum which will be as close as possible to the global minimum of the objective function. Autocorrelation Coefficients for the empirical data stream and the QTES (K=20) models of example3 (Last Action Hero video sample) using exhaustive and random search Since random sampling selects at random points From the parametric space G K , it is reasonable to assume that the greater the number N of the randomly chosenpoints we specify from the beginning is, the greater the chances of getting "good"' initial points are. Figure (7) illustrates this in the case of the football video sample. For a discretization level of h ' = 20, the results are more accurate, when we use N = 500 rather than when we use N = 100. From the above analysis, we can conclude that in the case of random search, the greater the parameters B and N aE, the more accurate the traffic model will be. The parameter B reperesents the number of the points that are given to the local search as initial points for the nonlinear local optimization to start. Therefore by increasing the number B, we increase the number of the local searches that the automated algorithm is going to perform. This increases the required running time for the automated algorithm. The running time is also increased when we increase the parameter A' because we increase the number of the random searches in the first phase of the optimization. In We have used a line with "+" to represent the empirical autocorrelation function, a dashed line to represent the autocorrelation function of the QTES model with a discretization level of K = 10 and a ine with "*" for a discretization level of K = 20. In all cases, we calculated the autocorrelation coefficients for 50 lags.
As it can be inferred from the figure (S), the match of the QTES models generated by the QTES generator algorithm with their empirical counterparts is very accurate.
x. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a consolidated study of modeling bursty traffic, over high speed networks, having investigated two of the principal challenging statistical properties of an empirical traffic sample that have to be captured so that the traffic model can be an accurate approximation of the empirical data stream: the marginal distributior and the autocorrelation structure of the empirical traffic. On the basis of the general efficiency of the automated algorithm, it is inferred that many parameters play an important role in the accuracy of the approximation and in the time that the automated algorithm needs in order to give results. Firstly, the discretization level K of the QTES model seems to be a determining factor of the accuracy of the model. The more we increase the discretization level, the more accurate the traffic QTES model is. Also the parameters N p and [, namely the number of equidistant values that each P, and ( can assume respectively, are of much importance, since they determine the accuracy of the approximation of the innovation sequenceand the stitching factor in the local optimization. These three parameters, although they are the most crucial ones in determining the accuracy of the approximation, they are also the ones which mainly determine how fast the automated algorithm is going to be. Since they are the only participants in the expression 3.6, every slight increase in either of those will increase the total number of searches in in a compinatorial way making the automated algorithm time consuming. The number of the best initial points B which will be optimized locally also plays an important role in the fastness of the algorithm, since it determines how many times the local optimization routine is going to run. As it can be seen, the efficacy of the algorithm, as far as the speed and the accuracy of the approximation is concerned, is a tradeof among all the above parameters.
